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Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Unless copyrighted, articles may 
be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the author and to this 
publication.  All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor at barryphillips.pls@
gmail.com.  Submission of an article does not guarantee publication.  We reserve the right to edit all submitted 
material, and no material will be returned.  The opinions expressed are those of the author and are not necessarily 
those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.  

EDITORIAL

Front cover: Windy Day - taken by James Gallegos 
with CSTi at the NNSA Building in Albuquerque.
Back cover: Scan to BIM Verification at NMSU Art 
Project in Las Cruces. Photo taken by David Acosta.

Benchmarks - November 2018

This will be the last issue of benchmarks for this year, Conrad Roybal will be stepping down as NMPS 
president and president elect Mark Marrujo will be taking over for 2019. We want to thank Conrad for this 
year's effort and welcome Mark to the helm and wish him well for the year ahead.

I have enjoyed the reminiscing of Knud Hermansen as reflected in two parts previously and now there's 
a part three with some more survey methods of old. Well do I remember using these old instruments at 
least a couple of times in my early days, the only two I never did use was a heliotrope and chain. I must be 
getting old, but as John Stock says the error mitigation procedures in the early days are the same, it's just 
the sources are from different equipment.

Jack Kesler has been fine tuning his suite of programs for the TI 89T handheld and for those unfamiliar 
with what he has put together may we remind you that this is all available on the web through a portal 
hosted by Jason Foose at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Byv79l1-tINAeHlSQ1VsUlRRclU.

Glen Thurow, Professional Land Surveyor who is also on the survey committee of the state board of li-
censure gave a  presentation on the executive order 2018-48 that the governor released a while back. This 
presentation, speaking for himself and not the full board, was well received by the Middle Rio Grande 
chapter at the last monthly meeting. I missed the live webinar that was given a few days later, hosted as an 
online session under the auspices of NMSU and Kurt Wurm. I was however able to view this presentation 
from the official recording and I was pleasantly surprised by the quality of both the presentation, hosting 
and video that was put together by Kurt, well done to all involved!

November means election time this year and I'm not talking of the one we read about ad nauseam, this 
one involves the NSPS nation wide election of new officers. Amanda Allred has decided to step up and 
announce her candidacy for the president elect of NSPS and we wish her well in this important endeavor. 
You can read about her candidate statement in this issue and I for one will be interested in her comments 
about fostering the academic disciplines of GIS and Surveying to run together in a teaching environment. 
We wish Amanda the best of luck and please be sure to vote - you should be receiving your ballots by 
e-mail before the end of the year.

Kery Greiner has kindly provided us with an update on the report back to the PNM foundation as to the 
current state of affairs regarding the huge favorable funding that was provided to the surveying program at 
NMSU. Looks like things are going in the right direction and thanks to all those involved.

The year has flown by rather quickly 
so with that we want to wish all of our 
members a happy and healthy holiday 
season and a very prosperous new year.

Barry  
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President’s 
Angle

Conrad Roybal, PS  
(2018 NMPS President)     

November 2018

Hello Fellow Surveyors,

The 2018 year is coming to an end and I hope you all have had a great year!

It has been an honor to serve as the NMPS President and address any issues that 
may have arisen. Mark Marrujo will be taking over as the president in 2019 and 
I am certain he will do a great job.   The Annual NMPS Conference for next 
year is scheduled for April 12th and 13th, 2019, Buffalo Thunder Resort and 
Casino, which is located is Pojoaque, NM.  Stay tuned for more information.

I would also like to announce that Chris Pappas will be taking over as the NSPS 
Representative for New Mexico. Amanda Allred will be passing the torch in the 
near future and has performed greatly and will be greatly missed! Thank you, 
Amanda!

We are still working on the statute of repose matter and will keep you all posted 
on the status as the time comes.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at  conrad.
roybal@gmail.com.

Conrad Roybal, PS
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Reminisce Of An Old Surveyor 
Part III

Other Equipment
by

Knud E. Hermansen
P.L.S., P.E., Ph.D., Esq.

This is the third and last article on surveying equipment and procedures that are now relegated to 
history.  I have been surveying for around half a century. I started before electronic distance measuring was 
common. Transits and steel tapes were the prevailing equipment found in a survey firm. Metal detectors 
were rare. As a result, I have had experience with surveying equipment that will never be used again by 
the modern surveyor.

My two previous articles have discussed taping, the compass, and the transit. I shall now delve into other 
procedures and equipment known and used in historical surveys of which I often took part.

Plane Table – In the early mapping surveys I often participated in, we used the plane table and alidade to 
prepare a site map and topographic map while in the field. In the days before computers, the plane table 
was an excellent tool to prepare an accurate map in a hasty manner. I have been told that almost all the 
soil maps prepared in the 1920s and 1930s were done using the plane table and alidade. I had not made 
my debut on the surveying field at this time so I have no first-hand knowledge of the accuracy of this 
information.

The plane table was a large board, the dimensions of which I can no longer remember. It was the size of 
a typical drawing board that engineering and surveying students once had to purchase when studying in 
their major. This board was mounted on a tripod. The board came with the tripod mounting ring fastened 
to the underside of the board. The mounting ring was of a size that was equivalent to the transit mounting 
ring. The board, once mounted on the tripod, was set up at waist level. There was no attempt to plumb this 
over a known station though I suppose there were situations when this should be done. It was possible to 
do so. 

A large sheet of paper was fastened to lay flat on the top of this board using tape or tacks.  The alidade 
was then placed on the board, atop the paper. I suppose an alidade could be described as a transit scope 
fastened to a flat scale – the scope being above and parallel to the long length of the scale. Somewhere on 
the scale was a bubble that was used to level the drafting board or plane table.

With the plane table leveled, a long shanked pin was inserted through the paper into the board. The 
represented the observer’s position. The mapping of the area could now begin.

The rodman, armed with a stadia board, would hold the stadia board at a point to be located by the 
person at the plane table. Using the stadia hairs apparent when viewing through the scope in the alidade, 
the distance from the alidade to the stadia board would be determined. On the plane table, the scaled 
distance would be measured from the long-shanked pin along the edge of the alidade where a point
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would be marked and labeled on the paper. The orientation of the scale’s edge on the alidade being the same 
direction as the scope is pointing. This procedure was repeated numerous times until the surveyor was 
satisfied the paper fastened to the plane table was complete with the information necessary for the map being 
produced on the plane table.

Elevations could be obtained by the simple expediency of setting the alidade level using a scope bubble for 
this purpose. Most alidades had a plate and Vernier to read a vertical angle that would allow the elevation 
to be determined by trigonometry. Many alidades had what is known as a Beaman scale that would allow 
calculations without having to look up trig values. I will omit discussing the Beaman scale and how it was 
used. In truth, I would be rather rusty in remembering how to use it after more than four decades without 
practice.

The end result is that the survey crew returned to the office with a completed map of the area often 
including contour lines. The only consistent fault I found with the plane table was the fact that survey work 
on a hot summer day using a graphite pencil often left the map sheet covered with smudges.

Stadia Board – I have mentioned the stadia board when speaking of using the plane table. The stadia 
board can be visualized as a level rod with much larger graduations. The stadia board was somewhat wider 
than a level rod in order to accommodate the larger graduations. The larger graduations allowed for seeing 
the rod at longer distances. 

I suppose reading stadia distances is a lost art. It was a rather simple procedure unless there was trig 
involved. The difference in the rod readings between the upper stadia wire or hair and lower stadia hair 
was obtained and multiplied by 100 giving the distance in feet, assuming the stadia board was so marked 
in feet and decimal parts of a foot. I will confess to reading the stadia rod at ranges that I could only read 
half of the stadia rod – that is using only the center wire and top wire or bottom  wire. In such cases the 
interval between the middle and upper or lower stadia hair was multiplied by two before multiplying 
by 100.

In theory if the stadia rod could be read to the nearest 0.01 of a foot, the horizontal distance could be 
calculated to the nearest foot. Conversely, if the instrument operator made an error reading of 0.01 of a 
foot, the horizontal distance would be in error by a foot. This precision was acceptable for most mapping 
projects. 

I will say that I met more than one old surveyor that laid off subdivision lots using stadia to the annoyance 
of the modern surveyor who finds the distances between corner monuments varying by as much as two 
feet with no consistency in the error that would allow a dependable deficiency or an overage to be applied 
when retracing the lot boundaries. Perhaps I have solved a mystery involving some old subdivisions and 
corners found.

Heliotrope – I will comment briefly about the heliotrope though it’s use in private practice was very 
limited. The heliotrope was an elongated target, fasted to a tripod, and plumbed over a point. The 
heliotrope I used was composed of two rings along the elongated board with a mirror at the end farthest 
from the instrument observing the heliotrope. One heliotrope I used actually had two mirrors that allowed 
the sun’s light to be bounced from the sun using the first mirror of the heliotrope to the mirror in the
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back of the heliotrope that then reflected the sun’s beam through the two rings to the observer. The double 
mirrors was required if the sun was behind the heliotrope as it was pointed toward the instrument. The 
rings in the heliotrope were aimed at an observer standing behind an instrument that was being used to 
measure angles. The mirror at the rear was adjusted to reflect the sunlight down through the rings toward 
the instrument operator producing a bright light for the observer to aim upon. Given the sun’s apparent 
movement, the person at the heliotrope had to continuously adjust the mirror. I was always impressed that 
when standing at the instrument, I could see the bright light reflected by mirror on the heliotrope for up to 
30 miles away in some cases.

Subtense Bar – I suppose the subtense bar I used from time to time was more common than a heliotrope 
in private practice but not by much. The subtense bar appears as a much shortened level rod rotated from 
the vertical to be horizontal or roughly parallel to the ground. The subtense bar was mounted in its center 
on to the top of a tripod. The tripod was centered over a traverse station or control point. From one end 
of the bar to the other was a known distance. The subtense bar that I used had a sight tube in the center. 
The bar was rotated about the tripod top until the sight tube was centered on the instrument operator. This 
would put the length of the subtense bar perpendicular to a line between the subtense bar and instrument. 
The instrument operator would measure the angle between the ends of the subtense bar. Using trigo-
nometry, the distance between the instrument and subtense bar could be calculated. The accuracy of the 
distance was a direct function of the accuracy in measuring the angle. The subtense bar was a very useful 
tool in measuring those distances that could not be taped. I would often use the subtense bar in measuring 
distances across water bodies. I also used it from time to time when I did not have an extra person to help 
me tape the distance.

Plumb Bob – I will repeat my statement from my first article and say that I don’t believe a plumb bob can 
be found among the equipment of the modern surveyor. The plumb bob was necessary for taping. It was 
necessary to hang the plumb bob under the tripod in order to place the instrument over the point, there 
being no optical plummets on survey equipment at the time. Finally, the plumb bob was required to 
give back sights and fore sights over marks and monuments in the field. I have heard of more than one 
employer that docked the pay of an employee that forgot to bring their plumb bob to the field.

The use of the plumb bob would seem rather easy but it was not. Consider my previous explanation on 
the use of the plumb bob when taping. Hanging the plumb bob under the tripod to allow the instrument 
to be centered over a mark required the person to have mastered the art of a slip knot. A slip knot allowed 
the plumb bob to be raised or lowered depending on the adjustment of the tripod legs and how close over 
the mark was necessary to aim the point of the plumb bob. To use other than a slip knot caused a knot to 
be left in the string. A knot in a plumb bob string was a crime commensurate with wanton destruction of 
property.

The person had to be adept at wrapping the string around the head of the plumb bob. The wrapped string 
was fastened in such a manner that a tug at the string’s end would unwind the string without leaving a knot. 
Many surveyors purchased gammon reels that alleviated this task.

Leroy Set – I will depart from surveying equipment in this one instance to speak of the LeRoy set. While 
it may not be classified as surveying equipment, almost every surveying firm had a LeRoy set unless the 
firm had a person gifted with beautiful handwriting. 
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The LeRoy set was a lettering set using lettering templates and a scriber. The scriber had three arms. One 
arm went into a long slot on the lettering template. A second arm went to a pin that followed the indent of 
the letter or number in the lettering template. The third arm held a pen that would ink the letter or number 
on the paper, mylar, or vellum. The letter templates came in different sizes, fonts, and styles. I spent many 
hours using a Leroy set. Probably a quarter of that time was spent getting the ink to flow smoothly out 
of the pen. I may have exaggerated this time a little. Getting ink to flow was an art that usually involved 
ink on the tongue and lips not to mention scattered across the vellum or myler. This reminds me that 
another quarter of the time was spent removing ink that did flow out of the pen but in the wrong location or 
too copiously on locations without enough pounce.  Enough said on that topic as it brings back many 
frustrating moments.

Chain – I will admit to only using a chain one time. I would be perceived as really ancient had I 
admitted to frequent use of the chain – so I won’t do so. For those surveyors that have never seen a 
surveyor’s chain, the surveyor’s chain does not appear like the chain an individual would find in a 
hardware store. The links in the surveyor’s chain are approximately 7.92 inches. Each link is a length 
of wire with a loop at each end of the wire shank that connects to a ring loop that connects to the loop 
on another similar link for the chain. A four rod chain will have four brass tags with one to four fingers. 
One finger is found at the one rod length along the chain. Two fingers are found at the two rod length 
and so on. When measuring, a surveyor would count the number of rods plus the number of links to the 
object measured – although many a rural surveyors simply gave the number of rods and perhaps half rods 
without bothering to count individual links. 

While there is sag in a steel tape, it hardly compares to the large sag found when holding the chain above 
the ground. Furthermore, every loop in that damn chain seemed to catch and clog with sticks, grass, mud, 
and other debris gathered when dragging the chain along the ground. To further agitate the temperament of 
the user – in one case being me - the debris would somehow snag and hold two link loops together thereby 
doubling the chain back upon itself involving some length of the chain. If there is a log with some small 
appendage sticking from the log you can count on the link loop snagging that appendage. There were 
always some vegetation protruding from the ground that would snag the chain. Links soon stretched or 
even broke. Of course, these problems were all relayed to me since I can’t be that old to have personally 
experienced the agitation caused by measuring with the chain.

Dip Needle – Metal detectors were around since World War II but their widespread use in surveying firms 
seemed to occur in the mid to late 1970s. Surveying without a metal detector resulted in many pin cushion 
corners since an existing pin or pipe that was buried to mark the corner was not always found before a 
new monument was set. 

One trick that I often employed before owning a metal detector was to hold a compass and slowly float the 
compass just above the ground and look for twitches in the compass needle. This technique allowed me 
to find many metal corners that were just below the ground surface. In the 1960s up to the widespread use 
of metal detectors, dip needles were commonly used to find the buried metal corners. Dip needles were 
composed of a box with a long, looped strap. The box contained a magnetized needle. The box had a 
window allowing observation of the needle. 

Using the long strap to allow the surveyor to stand up, the box was hovered over the ground while the 
needled was observed. The sensitive, magnetized needle dipped when influenced by nearby metal. By this
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means, the surveyor could discover if there was a metal pin, pipe, or bar below the ground surface. The dip 
needle was not as sensitive to buried metal as modern metal detectors. I don’t believe I ever found a pin or 
pipe that was buried more than half a foot below the ground surface using a dip needle.

EDME – Early electronic distance measuring equipment, known as an EDME or EDM, using shortened 
initials, were a separate item of equipment from the transit or theodolite. Often the operator would have 
to remove the angle measuring equipment and mount the EDM directly on the tripod. Later, the EDM 
and angle measuring equipment were configured so the EDM was mounted on the standards of the angle 
measuring instrument.

The first EDM I used was a tellurometer or cubic tape. A tellurometer was set up on both stations and 
pointed toward the other station using a null needle to find the optimum pointing. Each tellurometer 
would determine the distance between the opposing tellurometers. The two distances were averaged. The 
tellurometer used microwaves to determine a distance. You could switch between speaking to the other 
operator and measuring a distance. Distances were calculated using a paper form that I shall mention again 
with the next item of distance measuring equipment.

Later I used a Hewlett Packard laser EDM. With this instrument, you knew you were pointing at the 
reflector because you would see a bright red light as the laser light was reflected back to the instrument. 
That probably did not do my eyes any good. Not that standing in the path of microwaves was healthy. 

Both items of equipment, the tellurometer and laser EDM, required a needle be nulled, numbers read, 
frequencies shifted, and an entire sheet of a paper form employed where various readings were made, 
entered, and manipulated. I believe the form was published by an IRS agent who first invented the 1040 
long form. 

Temperature and atmospheric corrections had to be hand calculated. Prism corrections were applied to 
every measurement of the laser EDM. It was a complicated and time consuming process to determine a 
distance. Yet, it was far faster and more accurate than obtaining long distances by taping.

If my memory serves me, the Guppy was the first instrument I possessed that gave a distance directly 
without a lot of data entry on to a form and intermediate calculations. I will not further describe this 
popular EDM.  After the Guppy, the angle measuring and distance measuring were combined into one 
instrument known as the total station.

These early EDMs were powered by twelve volt batteries. I often used the battery in my car or hauled 
around a heavy twelve volt battery to power the EDMs. To save weight I later used a motorcycle, 12 volt 
battery. If my memory serves me correctly, the batteries never seemed to last an entire day. They seemed 
to always be drained at the farthest point from the road.

I will end discussing the early EDMs with the statement that the horizontal distance always had to be 
calculated using the zenith or vertical angle. If the EDM was mounted on the standards of the angle 
measuring equipment, the offset had to be taken into account. Long distances often required numerous 
prisms stacked upon each other in order to get sufficient light reflected back to the EDM to effectuate a 
measurement.
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GPS – I suppose someone seeing this heading will exclaim that the GPS is not an old piece of equipment 
relegated to history. If you had seen the GPS equipment I first used, you would admit it was historical and 
that equipment is relegated to history. 

The historical GPS equipment was large and cumbersome. Several twelve-volt car batteries were often 
required to operate the equipment and obtain sufficient satellite data. The GPS receiver could not be used 
at any time of the day or for that matter any day of the week. There were not sufficient satellite constella-
tions to allow for 24-7 operation of the GPS. Depending on the satellite constellation configuration for that 
day, data could only be collected during a limited time window. I often occupied a station in the darkest 
hours of the night in order to comply with a pre-determined window of opportunity for receiving satellite 
data. I met more than one police officer that was very suspicious of my activities.

Spending hours on a station to obtain sufficient data was common. In fact, multiple observation windows 
(think days) of observation were often required. In the earliest GPS, the timing of when the GPS was to be 
turned on was important. When I speak of timing, I mean down to the odd minute.  

Now I ask, does this GPS I have just explained remind you of what a person now uses as they run around 
with that light weight GPS receiver on a prism pole, collecting numerous locations in a day?

Other Equipment: My colleague, Carlton Brown, has written several articles about slide rules and early 
calculation machines so I shall not mention those. I will say that when I first started surveying there were 
no calculators. I used logarithm tables and had to look up trig functions in a book. Unless you have tried 
to look up log and trig values in a book of tables, you have no idea of the errors that often resulted from 
trying to interpolate values using the tables in the book

I have no doubt there were other items of equipment used by historical surveyors that I have not mentioned 
for the simple reason that I have never used the equipment or forgotten I used the equipment when writing 
this reminisce. Forgetting is easier and more common as I get older. I am sure surveyors of my age can add 
their thoughts and should do so before we pass into history.  Δ

412 N. Dal Paso 

Hobbs, NM 88240 

Tel: (575) 393-3117 

Fax: (575) 393-3450

www.jwsc.biz
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Date:  October 2018 
 
TO:  Barry/Minet Phillips – Benchmarks Editors 
 
FROM:  Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE 
 
RE:  Letter to the Editors - Kudos on Transition to Electronic Publishing  
 
I’d like to offer my heart-felt congratulations to Barry and Minet Phillips for switching to electronic 
publication of the Benchmarks. Among others, vivid colors in the photographs add a nice touch. Not to 
complain about black-and-white photos in the print version but, I like the colors! 
 
I would also like to commend their recruitment and selection of articles that present a variety of views for 
New Mexico Surveyors. With the diversity of opinions and viewpoints presented, it is unlikely that 
everyone will agree with all the content. I see that as a healthy feature of the Newsletter.  
 
As a frequent contributor to Benchmarks I need to adapt to electronic publishing. Specifically, I need to be 
more careful with the embedded links.  Recently a link in an article I submitted failed because the file 
name I posted began with a capital letter but the link I submitted began with a lowercase letter. Any 
attempt to follow that link was not successful until I “fixed” it by posting a second – duplicate – file with a 
filename that matched the link. 
 
Another hit-or-miss detail is including the actual URL in an embedded link. There are several occurrences 
in my recent “Digital Future of Surveying” article in which a word is underlined to indicate an active link to 
another web site. Sometimes an embedded link works but other times (for whatever reason) it does not. I 
will therefore always include the actual URL of any additional site I am recommending for the reader’s 
consideration. 
 
If you were frustrated by a dis-functional link embedded in the “Digital Future of Surveying” article in the 
September 2018 issue of Benchmarks, you can download a “working” version of that article from my web 
site - http://www.globalcogo.com/3D-future.pdf   
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THE TANGENT SCREW
by

 John Stock

In the late 60s I found myself as an engineering laborer on a Colorado Highway Department survey crew. 
I was rehired for a second summer and learned some hard facts. I was fascinated by survey instruments. 
Although technically a rodman/chainman I nagged and cajoled constantly to even look through the scope, 
certain I was a total irritant to the crusty party chief. The other stake pounder got to actually run the level 
because HE was an engineering major in college. Thus, my first lesson on the perception of engineering 
being superior to surveying as a profession. I finally got my turn at the level and really enjoyed it, both 
taking topography and then blue topping for final grade. Why? Because the project engineer on site, my 
party chief and the instrument man all grabbed the hammers and made beer bets on who could drive an 
oak stake the closest to grade. All of a sudden us lowly laborers were standing behind the instrument doing 
some important work. Go figure. But the monster was still elusive. It was a big black complicated looking 
thing that lived upright in a wooden box. Had lots of shiny brass knobs and clamps and came out when 
alignment was necessary. 

Again it was a a big secret thing I couldn't touch. They wouldn’t even let the engineering major touch it. 
Finally, late in the season I got my chance, turning deflections from a spiral to curve point (SC) with the 
crew working towards me. Their procedure was to load the total deflection in the transit which was done 
for me, back sight the SC and have the instrument man back in the deflections to zero as the chaining crew 
worked towards him. They gave me the field book with the deflections and drove off to the SC about 1600 
feet away. I was so scared I was shaking. After about three stations in, the tangent screw fell out on the 
ground! 

Nobody told me that you could loosen the upper clamp. Thankfully they were far enough away walking 
on 100 foot stations I had time to pick it up, blow it off and reinsert it. Through some miracle I figured out 
the clamp to the tangent screw and proceeded to finish the curve without incident. Must’ve aged five years 
in that 30 minutes. Although not having conquered the monster, I was no longer afraid of it.

The next summer found me in the private sector working in the mountains of the front range with a green 
K&E Paragon which at the end of the day seemed to weigh a hundred pounds. (back then you carried the 
gun over your shoulder.)It was a good instrument with great glass although still a plumb bob gun. My 
mentor really beat into me the workings of an instrument and all the procedures outlined in my first install-
ment. I am thankful to this day for that harsh but excellent training. Finally the K&E got traded out for a 
Japanese open faced transit that actually had optical plummet, a quantum leap above the plumb bob, (and 
a whole lot lighter).

A final year of college and it was back to the private sector. I was going to be a school teacher but the 
U.S.had just gone to the moon and it seems half the engineers in the world were laid off and became teach-
ers. So, it was back to surveying full time.The land boom was still on in Colorado and my firm had both 
urban and mountain work. Finally every angle turning device was internal reading, a “theodolite”.

We were locating road centerlines in a mountain subdivision. I was given an inverted image ancient Wild 
T2 which was the only thing available, huge overkill for the task. Nobody knew how to run it so again
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trial and sometimes error. Knowing less than nothing about geodetic quality instruments and procedures 
it bothered me that it wouldn’t “zero” nicely so I could turn and wrap real angles like I was used to. All of 
a sudden level became 90 degrees.The inverted image and split bubble collimation for the vertical (now 
zenith) angle was  again a new thrill. Oh, and by the way I think the plummet was inverted also. Always 
priding myself on one minute setups I was flummoxed at how long it would take me to get that beast set 
up.

Once again having to become a nuisance to get anywhere I nagged my way onto the geodetic crew and 
stood face to face with the outstanding Kern DKM2 AE. It was love at first site, with “Big Green”,finally 
a modern directional one second reading instrument. I learned the ins and outs of higher quality 
observations for the first time. Now it dawned on me why the early T2 was such a mystery with its elusive 
zero and sensitive clamps and screws. The Kern was also an introduction into trigonometric leveling with 
electronic distances from a Geodimeter 6A and simultaneous reciprocating zenith angles.

Instruments stayed with internal reading scopes for about the next 15 years when powered theodolites hit 
the market just before the total station takeover of most normal duties by the late eighties. However, the
early principles seem to have been forgot-
ten through rushing people with minimal train-
ing onto instrument operation. By the mid 
seventies I had moved into the professional side 
managing multiple crews and projects and 
continued to be appalled at people that said 
they were experienced instrument operators. I 
was more often than not in the parking lot or 
on the job site training the gunners in just about 
everything more than turning one angle and 
setting up. Most of them couldn't prepare the 
instrument in less than three minutes let alone one. 
So once again training from my early mentors 
resurfaced and the newbies learned some of the 
nuances of correct and efficient operation and 
could possibly call themselves “operators” instead 
of “gunners”. It’s pretty much an academic exer-
cise anymore but there are some valid takeaways 
that haven't changed in a half century. IMO there 
is no better way even to this day to teach error 
propagation in measurements than with a chain and 
transit. Its mechanical, visible and touchable. 

Food for thought, in closing, that all those errors 
we tried to mitigate in the sixties and seventies and 
even the eighties are still there and even some new 
ones. They just come from different equipment 
source.  Δ

Source:
www.dehilster.info/geodetic_instruments
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COMPUTING HIGHWAY SPIRALS 
WITH COORDINATES AND STATIONS 

USING A TI89T HANDHELD. 
BY

JACK M. KESLER 

INTRODUCTION: 
 The program is designed to compute the terms for an entrance spiral and then 
flip to the exit spiral with the circular curve between them. The assumption is a 
combination with equal spirals.  The spiral output is stored in the list LST1 and the 
matrix ansspr[] will store as many spirals as are computed, however only the first can be 
used to compute the combination. List:LST2 contains the final station values and the 
matrix crd[] the final coordinate values. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL: 
The user is asked to enter a combination of any two of any of the following: D = 

degree of curvature of the circular curve, L = length of the spiral in 100 ft stations, “a” = 
rate of change in degrees of curvature per 100 ft of spiral. D is in decimal degrees, L is 
in stations and “a” as a decimal. 

EQUATIONS: 

𝐿𝑆 = 𝐷
𝑎

𝑎 = 𝐷
𝐿𝑆

𝐷 = 5729.578/𝑅

in which R = radius of the circular curve. 

The following terms refer to the spiral plot exhibit attached: 
The following two ancillary terms are not shown on the plot: 

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 (𝑓𝑡): "o"=0.0727*a*𝐿𝑆
2

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑓𝑡): "𝑡" = 50 ∗ 𝐿𝑆 − 0.000127 ∗ 𝑎2 ∗ 𝐿 𝑆
5

Full deviation angle (spiral delta in degrees): 

Δ𝑆 = 𝑎 ∗ 𝐿𝑆
2

2
Θ = Δ𝑆

3 − [0.003 ∗ Δ𝑆
3 + 0.0023 ∗ Δ𝑆

5 ∗ (10−5)]
𝜙 = Δ𝑆 − Θ

In which theta is the deflection angle at the T.S and Phi is the deflection angle at the 
S.C. for the chord. 
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2 
 

𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑 (𝑓𝑡) 𝐶 = 100 ∗ 𝐿𝑆 − 0.00034 − 𝑎2 ∗ 𝐿𝑆5 

𝑉 (𝑓𝑡) = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑆𝐼𝑁(Θ)
𝑆𝐼𝑁(Δ𝑆) 

𝑈 (𝑓𝑡) = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑆𝐼𝑁(𝜙)
𝑆𝐼𝑁(Δ𝑆) 

𝑋 (𝑓𝑡) = 𝐶 ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑆(Θ) 
𝑌 (𝑓𝑡) = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑆𝐼𝑁(Θ) 

𝑇𝑠(𝑓𝑡) = [(𝑇𝐴𝑁(𝐼 2)) ∗ (𝑅 + 𝑜)⁄ ] + 𝑡 
 
In which I= full deflection angle of the combination. 
 
LIST  OF TERMS LST1): 
LST1[1] = CONSTANT = 180

� ∗ 100 
LST1[2] = DEGREE OF CIRCULAR CURVE (D.D) 
LST1[3]= LENGTH OF SPIRAL IN STATIONS 
LST1[4]=ΔS 
LST1[5]=ϴ 
LST1[6]=Ф 
LST1[7]=a 
LST1[8]=R (RADIUS OF CIRCULAR CURVE) 
LST1[9]=”o” 
LST1[10]=C 
LST1[11]=v 
LST1[12]=U 
LST1[13]=X 
LST1[14]=Y 
LST1[15]=t 
LST1[16]=TS 
LST1[17]=I TOTAL DEFLECTION ANGLE 
LST1[18]= ΔC DELTA ANGLE FOR CIRCULAR CURVE 
LST1[19]=LENGTH OF CIRCULAR CURVE 
 
The matrix ansspr[] contains the above for each spiral computed. Only the first one is 
used to compute coordinates and stationing. 

CSTI crew surveying around Albuquerque. Sent in by David Acosta
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SAMPLE COMBINATION SPIRAL 
CIRCULAR CURVE SOLUTION. 

BY 
JACK M. KESLER 

DATA GIVEN: 

∆𝑠= 2°00′

𝐿𝑆 = 2 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑟 200′

𝐷� = 2°00′
𝐼 = 36°29′16"

𝑃𝐼 = 2191 + 29.21
𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑆13°14′11"𝑊

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑏𝑡 − 𝑆23°15′05"𝐸
𝑃𝐼 𝑁 = 1629431.88935962
𝑃𝐼 𝐸 = 622444.605199428

COMPUTED SPIRAL DATA: 

TERM VALUE 
(180/π)*100 5729.577951 

DEG CRV 2.00 
LS(STAS) 2.0000 
ΔS (D.D) 2.0000 
ϴ(D.MS) 0.39599752 
Ф(D>MS) 1.20000248 

a 1 
RC(feet) 2864.788976 

"o" 0.5816 
CS 199.98912 
V 66.67438628 
U 133.3418126 
X 199.9755826 
Y 2.326902524 
T 99.995936 

TS 1044.514614 
I(D.D) 36.48777778 

ΔC(D.MS) 32.2916 
LC 1624.388889 
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2 
 

MTRIX CRD[] FINAL COORDINATES: 
 

PT N E 
1 1629431.88935 622444.60519 
2 1630448.65505 622683.76681 
3 1628472.20850 622856.94418 
4 1630253.45930 622640.24366 
5 1628656.86098 622780.13851 
6 1629695.23419 625450.11921 
7 1629695.23419 625450.11921 

 
LIST: LST2 FINAL STATIONING: 
 

NAME STATION 
PI 219129.2100 
TS 218084.6954 
SC 218284.6954 
CS 219909.0843 
ST 220109.0843 

 

2 
 

MTRIX CRD[] FINAL COORDINATES: 
 

PT N E 
1 1629431.88935 622444.60519 
2 1630448.65505 622683.76681 
3 1628472.20850 622856.94418 
4 1630253.45930 622640.24366 
5 1628656.86098 622780.13851 
6 1629695.23419 625450.11921 
7 1629695.23419 625450.11921 

 
LIST: LST2 FINAL STATIONING: 
 

NAME STATION 
PI 219129.2100 
TS 218084.6954 
SC 218284.6954 
CS 219909.0843 
ST 220109.0843 

 

Commanding view from the Gambrills Tower, MD 
Photo taken by Scott Meredith of Pathfinder Surveys 
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EXECUTIVE ORDER 2018-48
By Glen Thurow*

“He who knows only his own side of the case knows little of that,”
John Stuart Mill.

Okay, let’s start by stating that Governor Martinez’s Executive Order 2018-48, dated October 3, 2018, will 
not change the requirement to have a license to practice surveying in the State of New Mexico.  Let us 
set aside the other provisions for the moment and focus on item 4: “None of the directives in this 
executive order shall be implemented by any board, commission, department, or agency if doing so would 
put any licensure scheme in conflict with state statute.” The Engineering and Surveying Practice Act, a 
state statue, requires licensure. So put away the pitchforks and torches.  

That said, I understand the intent of the executive order. I have written in these pages and elsewhere that 
licensing requirements for various occupations and professions have increased exponentially over the last 
60 years. More than one-quarter of U.S. workers now require a license to do their jobs, with most of these 
workers licensed by the States. The share of workers licensed at the State level has risen five-fold since 
the 1950s. The governor’s executive order is an attempt to reverse that trend and rollback the expanding 
regulatory environment. 

Simply put, licensing is obtaining government permission to practice in certain occupational and 
professional fields. In obtaining this permission, various hurdles must be cleared. These hurdles vary 
widely from state to state, but in a professional sense, they are comprised of education, examination, and 
experience. I make the distinction between profession and occupation.  A profession must contain the 
elements listed above. Occupation could be considered any activity or skill set utilized to earn a dollar. 

Increasingly, many lower skill occupations are being drawn into the regulatory framework, many 
unnecessarily. In a May 2012 report entitled “Licensed to Work- A National Study of Burdens from 
Occupational Licensing”1 the Institute of Justice, a self-described public service, libertarian law firm, 
studied the licensing requirement of 102 lower to middle-income occupations in the US. The report identi-
fied New Mexico as the ninth most broadly and onerously licensed state with the 12th most burdensome 
licensing laws. New Mexico has higher barriers for more occupations than most states. Fifty-two of the 
102 low- to moderate-income occupations studied are licensed in New Mexico. This has a chilling effect 
economically. Governor Martinez is attempting to remedy this problem. 

Unfortunately, certain provisions within the executive order are confusing. More specificity as to 
covered and exempted occupations and professions would be helpful. For instance, the provision for 
waiving examination fees for certain disadvantaged residents and military personnel is beyond the control 
of the Board of Licensure. The NCEES set the exam fees for Fundamental of Surveying and Professional 
Surveying exams. They are unlikely to lower or waive exam fees having already lowered the FS exam fee 
by $50 at the start of the year. 

1 The Institute of Justice, May 2012, Dick M. Carpenter II, Ph.D., Lisa Knepper, Angela C. Erickson and John K. 
Ross.  *The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Board of Licensure for PE & PS. 
They belong solely to the author.
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The board implemented some of the requirements of the governor’s executive order prior to its issuance. 
We lowered our fees. We have accelerated applications for military personnel and their spouses. We grant 
comity to those individuals who met our licensing requirements at the time of original licensing in other 
jurisdictions. We consider criminal convictions on a case-by-case basis to determine if the offense war-
rants rejection of the application or renewal. We have redesigned our website to make it more intuitively 
navigable, clear, and concise. Our professional development policies are expansive and allow for multiple 
avenues in satisfying the requirements. We attempt to keep all rules and regulations in conformity with 
national standards and implement any new rules only if it can be demonstrated that they protect the health 
and welfare of the public. 

In the final analysis, the board will implement those provisions of Executive Order 2018-48 that are not 
in conflict with state statutes and will enhance the economic opportunities of our state without placing the 
public’s welfare in jeopardy. We can do no less.  Δ

Bob Green paid a visit to NMSU for scanner demonstration. 
Photo sent in by David Acosta
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source:  
xyht.com

Watch out! Watch out! Amanda’s about! Read all about a worthy candidate here.  
Editor
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PNM FOUNDATION/NMSU GEOMATICS UPDATE  

Benchmarks - November 2018

The PNM Resources Foundation (PNMR), which has so graciously donated $100,000.00 to the NMSU 
Geomatics Program for 2018 and will donate another $100,000.00 in January 2019, requested a presenta-
tion on what their donation has accomplished so far.  The presentation was made at their September 21, 
2018 foundation board meeting in Albuquerque.

In attendance for NMSU were Dr. Ruinian Jiang, department head of Engineering Technology and 
Geomatics Engineering, Kery Greiner and David Acosta, adjunct professors, Chris Pappas, 2018 Past 
President for NMPS and 2 students, Nick Marez and Isaiah Gallegos.

The following summarizes the presentation:

There are currently 22 students (vs. 13 in fall of 2017) in the program taught by 2 full time tenured 
associate professors and 3 part time adjunct professors.  The program is now a 2+2 program wherein the 
students will acquire their general education and some surveying courses at a community college and the 
final 2 years on campus or online. Students can also be enrolled in NMSU as freshmen. 

The following is a breakdown of how the funding is being used to enhance the NMSU Geomatics 
Program:
• 1 new tenured associate professor who is highly skilled in many of the emerging technologies and 
with distance education experience has been added to the faculty.
• 3 new adjunct part time professors have been added to the faculty as well.  One professor at CNM 
works as an NMSU adjunct professor to help the lab portion of several courses for students taking online 
courses in the northern part of New Mexico. Two other adjunct professors are at the main campus helping 
the associate professors with laboratory classes and working on marketing, outreach and recruiting of new 
students.
• One PhD student is helping to develop an on-line modulus of several technical courses; other 
faculty members were supported in the summer for developing new on-line courses. 

We are working with in-state and out of state community colleges to execute articulation agreements for 
the 2+2 program and developing 2 year associates degrees in geomatics.  As they complete community 
college curriculums the students can move on to the main campus to take courses or complete them online. 
Dona Ana Community College has developed an Associate Degree program on geomatics, which will 
serve as a prep program for the geomatics program at NMSU. The advantage for out of state students to 
take on-line courses is that they are able to continue working and the fact that NMSU offers in-state tuition 
for up to 6 credit hours a semester.

A major part of the restructuring and renaming of the Surveying/Engineering program to Geomatics was 
to make the degree obtainable entirely through online courses.  In order to enhance the online learning 
experience, we are upgrading and adding new video and projector equipment.  The associate professors 
are currently creating these online courses as they teach the classes for live and recorded sessions.  A 
videographer will be provided to record field exercises for required outdoor labs. A classroom will be 
upgraded so it will be suitable for the distance course delivery.

We are in the process of acquiring and implementing new technologies by upgrading obsolete equipment 
and enhancing software support.  We will be adding a new 3D laser scanner, robotic total station, drone 
and GPS RTK surveying equipment for students to use in their labs and studies.
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There are some amazing career opportunities for these students and we are working harder than ever to 
promote Geomatics. As part of this initiative we are reaching out to Independent School Districts and 
influencing them to include surveying related courses as part of their STEM Programs.  Most young adults 
and students don’t know about land surveying and geomatics simply because they have never seen it or 
experienced it.

Geomatics was part of the New Mexico Prep Academy program this past summer. The Prep Academy 
is aimed at students in middle schools and high schools in which they live on campus for 2 weeks and 
is designed to spark interest in STEM, specifically engineering, while engaging students in leadership, 
team-building and hands-on activities that simulate real-world engineering experiences.
 
The students were excited to learn about what surveyors do and successfully spent an entire day 
experiencing different phases of land surveying.

An article was published in the national surveying magazine “XYHT” recently about the NM Prep 
Academy experience - https://www.xyht.com/surveying/nmprepacademy. We have intentions to 
continue participating in programs like NM Prep as well as publishing articles showcasing the collabora-
tive efforts and progress being made here in New Mexico. 

We will be advertising the NMSU Geomatics program in National Publications and we are also making 
plans to advertise on billboards state wide.   

Our State Society, New Mexico Professional Surveyors continues to raise money through our yearly 
conference golf tournament, alumni, practitioners and vendors to provide awareness, scholarships and 
opportunities for future surveying students.  The NM Board of Licensure (BOLPEPS) for PE’s and PS’s 
is also starting a scholarship/education account as a part of their budget.

Again, we are very appreciative of the generous donation given by PNMR.  This donation will allow us 
to re-establish the NMSU Geomatics program as one of the strongest in the nation whilst benefiting the 
citizens of New Mexico with career opportunities and educated geospatial professionals.

Note: The PNM Resources 
Foundation was happy 
with the presentation 
and the results of what 
their donation was 
accomplishing.  

Kery Greiner  Δ
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Last Month I had the opportunity to work with New Mexico State University (NMSU)- Outreach and 
Recruiting at the main campus in Las Cruces, New Mexico.  We organized an all day event for both 
Middle school and High school students (95 students total). The classes consisted of 6 activities that 
allowed the students to gain some hands on experience with Surveying, Geospatial and BIM (Building 
Information Modeling) tools and software.  

The 6 activities were; 
1.) BIM (Building Information Modeling) where the students viewed a Revit Model of a new project 
being constructed on campus and received instruction from BIM Specialists A.J. Marez & John Dillander 
2.) The students then took a field trip to the new construction site and learned about safety, how to read 
construction plans and toured the site with CJ Jiron who spent a lot of years as a Superintendent 
3.) The students worked with Paul Mares and used a GSSI GPR antenna to search for sub surface utilities 
on the Horse Shoe and also used a GSSI structure scan tool to perform GPR indoors
4.) Conrad Roybal taught the students about UAV Surveying and had multiple drones with multiple 
sensors and payloads 
5.) Mellissa Lewis who is a BIM Coordinator showed the students how to use Virtual Reality and 
Augmented Reality and how she uses these tools in her daily workflow; and lastly
6.) Kery Greiner, Armando Rios & Edgar Amaro lead a discussion with the students on the NMSU Horse 
shoe about their experiences in Geomatics and after showed them how to stake out points with a Trimble 
GPS rover.  Each group staked out a letter which eventually spelt “NM PREP” similar to a football field 
endzone lettering. 

Organizing the activities of this event was a great experience.  Thanks to our sponsors New Mexico 
Professional Surveyors (NMPS), HB Construction and CSTi LLC for donating hardhats, T-shirts and 
reflective vests for the construction site.  It was awesome to see everyone come together to give these 
students a good idea of a career path in a Geospatial field.  There were a few students and even camp 
counselors that showed interest in Geomatics.  One High School student stopped me as I walked down 
the hall and said “I want to do Geomatics when I go to college”.  One of the camp counselors Rachel Beal 
became very interested in Geomatics and BIM from the camp and later interned with CSTi in the latter 
half of the summer.  

The field of Geomatics has a lot to offer to someone who enjoys being outdoors and being part of 
Construction and Land Development.   The current issue is that not enough is being done to market the 
career path.  I feel that there are students younger and older that would love to be involved with Geomatics 
but never get a chance to experience it or learn about it.  I’m glad we had a chance to influence the students 
and counselors at the NM State Prep Academy and l look forward to doing it again next summer. 
 
David P. Acosta PS
President of Geospatial Services
www.cstillc.com
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NM Prep Academy
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These are from a Survey of a 180 acre parcel in Hudspeth County, Texas, done by members of the 
Paso Del Norte Surveying crew. There was a 1934 NGS Control Point we recovered on the property at the 
highest point.

We had to survey the property and the "Cunningham" station happened to be at the high point of the mesa. 
Perfect to use the GPS as we searched for property corners. We later used OPUS processing on the brass 
cap and it matched 0.10' to the record location. Access to this site is through 20 miles of 4wd road crossing 
the desert. Interestingly, we found a series of 8 old rock mounds along the east boundary of this Section. 
We knew then that we had not been the first ones there and that indeed, we were following the footsteps 
of those who had gone before.

John A. Eby PLS, RPLS
Paso Del Norte Surveying Inc.
El Paso, TX

Benchmarks - November 2018
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CNM News

Benchmarks November 2018

Central New Mexico Community College
Surveying Department News

NMPS Student Chapter

The New Mexico CNM Student Chapter is committed to attending outreach events to promote 
the professional surveying and surveying education. The student chapter recently attended a 
construction themed function at the CNM Workforce Training Center.  Special thanks to the City 
of Albuquerque Survey Department for also attending and bringing additional equipment.

Please share your survey related stories of unique experiences and photographs while on the 
job. I find it very exciting to hear stories and experiences. If you would like to share a story feel 
free to contact me. If we all share stories it may attract even more younger people looking for an 
adventurous career that we all know can be full of experiences. 

Follow the CNM Student Chapter on Facebook 

Brandon Bailey
President of the CNM Student Chapter of NMPS
Secretary of New Mexico Young Surveyors Committee
Email: bbailey22@cnm.edu
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Sustaining Membership 
The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico 
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Please contact the NMPS office for more 

information or to upgrade your existing membership.

Kery Greiner
Tierra Surveys, LLC, 
Las Cruces, NM

Ira Hardin
Hardin Engineering
Las Cruces, NM

Russ Hugg
9384 Valley View Dr. NW
Albuquerque, NM

Thomas Johnston
Wayjohn Surveying Inc. 
Albuquerque, NM

Keith Stickford 
North Star Land Surveying
La Jara, NM 

Salvador Vigil
Land Surveying Co., LLC
Santa Fe, NM

Tim Aldrich 
Aldrich Land Surveying 
Albuquerque, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Global Cogo, Inc.
Las Cruces, NM 

Isaac Camacho
Brock & Bustillos Inc.
Las Cruces, NM 

Douglas W. Copeland 
Douglas W. Copeland PEPS
T or C, NM 

Marc A. DePauli 
DePauli Engineering & 
Surveying, LLC 
Gallup, NM

Russell  Elliott
Elliott Surveying 
Albuquerque, NM

Sustaining Members   

Thank you for your support!
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Meet Sam, a BIM Manager, and
the Leica RTC360 solution...
… the lightweight 3D reality capture solution
that improves project management and 
documentation, while increasing efficiency 
and productivity.

Find out how the RTC360 solution could 
boost your workflow.

 FAST. AGILE. PRECISE.

Call 505-343-0007 for your demo + quote
HOLMANS USA, LLC | 6201 Je�erson St NE, Albuquerque, NM 87109 | HOLMANS.com



New Mexico Professional Surveyors
52 El Dorado Rd
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